
spectraaudio

there's a logic to creativity



For us, inspiration often starts with research. One 

image or idea inspires – calling us to dig deeper, 

to keep questioning.

Based on spectrograph readings, Audio Spectra 

is made up of three patterns: Silence, the spanish 

word Hola and the Tic Toc of a metronome.

To think about materials in terms of their 

essences. How do form and function meet in 

premium rubber tile? And how can all of this be 

applied in a way that nobody has done before?

– natalie banaszak & tom polucci
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there's a logic to creativity



silence - 986 Orange sOrbet
hOla & tic tOc - 987 buff



hOla - 906 laguna blue



silence - 988 KiWi
hOla - 936 cOOl beige

the	inspiration	of	Hola	is	based	on	the	spectograph	word	“Hello”	in	Spanish.	Linear	designs	varying	in	

size	travel	across	Hola,	creating	a	pulse	on	the	canvas	that	evokes	a	sense	of	rhythm.
hola



silence - 990 DeeP PinK
tic tOc - 921 tOffee

like a metronome, tic toc was created with consistent, 
uniform lines for an engaging, symmetrical visual.

tic toc



silence - 989 marigOlD,967 atlantis, 961 asParagus
hOla & tic tOc  - 907 stOne gray

The solid, still compilation of Silence speaks volumes with its 

textured tile and vivid color palette.
silence



audio spectra premium rubber tiles allow for enhanced flexibility in a variety of installation 
methods. below shows 3 tiles together. each pattern can be used alone or in combination.

hola

tic toc

silence

hola                              tic toc                              silence

tic toc                              silence                              hola

hola                              tic toc                              hola

all 3 patterns have a 5/16” smooth frame around each tile.

audio spectra



audio spectra collection

hola

tic toc

silence

 Wavelengths of sound, made visual.  Audio Spectra's three patterns  
 are based on spectrograph readings of Silence, the Spanish word  
 Hola and the Tic Toc of a metronome. Available in a unique 12"x 24"  
 rectangular format with neutral and bright colors to create color  
 fields or complex combinations.

 Superior rubber formulation provides indentation resistance, color  
 retention and slip-resistance. Superior scratch-resistance due to high  
 rubber and low clay content. Allows for quieter underfoot traffic. 

Built-in waxes produce a natural luster that requires no waxing, 
finishing or stripping, lowering maintenance costs. Smart profile 
design allows for enhanced cleanablilty.

Meets guidelines established by ADA for walking surfaces and ramps.

Superior quality and durability with our remarkable 10 Year Wear 
Warranty.

        
       

•	 Certified	under	FloorScore	–	an	independent	3rd	party	IAQ		
	 verification	system	for	low	emitting	flooring.	Approved	as	CHPS		
	 01350	compliant	and	recognized	in	LEED	EQ	Credit	4.3	
•	 Adhesive	meet	VOC	content	limit	of	SCAQMD	Rule	1168	which		
	 may	contribute	to	LEED	EQ	Credit	4.1	 	 	
•	 Made	in	the	USA

FEAtURES


